The only constant in life is Change... Change is the only thing we can count on. Especially during this time, when Everything is transitioning & evolving at such a rapid pace, accepting change in your life is essential. Being flexible is crucial. It is imperative to know when to let go & surrender to the Flow of life, if you want to stay Sane, in your Center, and in your Power.

Without Change, progress is impossible. Without Change, your beliefs remain stagnant and you will be unable to cope with life’s challenges. Without Change, we would still be in the Dark Ages. Let’s change our perspective on Change. Let’s embrace it, and love it for all of its mystery. They say Change is the Spice of Life; well, let’s embody that attitude! Let us confront change like a child: fearless, and with open arms & open eyes. Because of Change, we are swiftly moving into a totally new way of existing – one filled with Harmony, Peace & Abundance for ALL. Some are not able to see this yet. Some sense it, but do not comprehend it, because of daily distractions, feeling overwhelmed & confused. Some of us are aware & preparing for the great, immanent changes upon us.
Sages for eons have been telling us: *BE the change you want to see in your World.*

If you are having a problem with something, change it; if you can’t change it, adjust your perception and see it in a positive way. Perhaps it’s as a challenge for you to *change* the way you look at things. Learn to shift gracefully and quickly when “things don’t appear to be going your way.” There is a reason for everything. It’s for your **Highest benefit.** If one door won’t open, why get frustrated or angry? Try another door. Be patient and stay in your Heart. Watch for opportunities that naturally flow your way for you to cease. The Universe WILL provide.

*If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change.*

Thank you, Wayne Dyer.

We are presently in a period where we are moving into the **New Way of Being.** In order for us to make significant, much needed Changes on our Planet, all the old dis-empowering tendencies have to be exposed. Then we can choose to stop supporting them; since that is the only thing which keeps them in existence. Once we see this miscarriage, injustice & unenlightened behavior, we can decide to delete the old programing, which will allow us to embrace our personal & collective Power.

We call it Heaven on Earth. Imagine...

Play with **TIGER EYE** and have courage to travel the path of Change.

Play with **BISMUTH** to traverse time into the New Earth.

#KeepExpandingYourConsciousness